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ABSTRACT

Within the one level R-matrix approach several hindrance factors for the radioactive
decays in which are emitted a and other nuclei (such as 14C and 200) are calculated, The
interior wave functions are supposed to be given by the shell model with effective residual
interactions. The exterior wave functions are calculated from a cluster - nucleus double
- folding model potential obtained with the M3Y interaction. As examples of the cluster
decay fine structure we analyzed the particular cases of Q - decay of 255Fm, 14C - decay of
223Ra and M 0 - decay of iiaTh and 25SFm. Good agreement with the experimental data
is obtained.
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1 Introduction

Recently Hourani and his co - workers [1] experimentally discovered the fine structure in the

14C radioactivity [2]. The theoretical studies of alpha [6], [7] (see also the review papers [3]

[4], [5] and the references therein) and heavy cluster (e.g. 14C) decay [7] (see also the recent

review paper [8] and the references therein) have very much in common.

We view the decay process as composed of two main steps: First the mother nucleus

makes a kind of phase transition from the initial state, which could be of any structure

{Fermi liquid, superfluid, spherical or deformed, one or many alpha cluster state, one or

many combined heavy cluster state etc), to the final state composed of at least one cluster,

which is going to be emitted, and the residual nucleus, which may have also any structure

as above. One mechanism of such a transition could be the cluster condensation (e.g. alpha

condensation [9]), or what usually is assumed a formation of the cluster (e.g. the alpha

cluster) from the already formed condensates of smaller clusters (e.g. Cooper pairs, IBM -

bosons, etc.) [3 - 7] , [10 - 12]. Another (less studied) mechanism could be the slow shape

deformation [13] from any initial shape configuration of the studied many particle system

through shapes that are energetically very unfavored (a large amplitude collective motion)

to a shape corresponding to the two daughter nuclei in contact.

Secondly, the two daughter nuclei tunnel through the potential barrier in their relative

motion, without further change in shape.

Most of the theoretical models of heavy cluster decay [8] are based, essentially, on

Gamov's theory [14] which was the first success of quantum mechanics when applied to the

a - decay phenomenon, i.e. a detailed description of the second step - the tunneling through

the potential barrier. The differences in approaches are related to the way of calculating the

potential barrier defined by the {nuclear plus Coulomb) interaction potential acting between

the emitted cluster and the residual nucleus. All these theoretical treatments fit to a law for

favored cluster transitions, analogous to the Geiger - Nuttal [15] law for favored a - decay,

which emerges directly from the simplest JWKB expression of the penetrability determined



by the square well plus Coulomb interaction potential.

The unfavored transitions do not follow the Geiger - Nuttal law, because of the

large variations of the reduced widths [3] [4], [5], [6], [7J, which have a key role in the

understanding of the decay process and require a precise knowledge of the structures of

the initial and final quantum states. From such transitions we can learn much about the

structure of atomic nuclei and the mechanism of the decay phenomenon. For instance, when

treating the favored cluster decays, one assumes that the nucleons used to build the cluster

are more or less strongly correlated in the initial state. This fact leads to the small hindrance

factors [3], [4], [7], On the contrary, the unfavored transitions (with large hindrance factors)

are characterized by the fact that the nucleons used to build the cluster are collected from

different strongly correlated groups of nucleons entering the structure of the initial state. In

this last case it is necessary first, to breakup the correlated groups of nucleons and then to

build the cluster, which is going to be emitted.

In the previous paper [7] the formal expressions for the theoretical hindrance factors

are derived and calculations for few cases are performed.

In the present paper we continue this work and calculate several hindrance factors

for the 4He -, I4C -, and 200 - radioactivity. The calculations will be performed by using the

approach given in Ref. [7],

2 Enlarged Superfluid Model

The enlarged superfluid model (ESM) Hamiltonian for nonrotational states of deformed

nuclei includes an average field of neutron and proton systems in the form of the axial -

symmetric Saxon - Woods ( or Hartree - Fock ), monopole pairing, isoscalar and isovector

particle - hole and particle - particle multipole and spin - multipole interactions between

quasiparticles as well as the so - called a - like four nucleon interaction [10], For the particle

- hole and particle - particle multipole and spin - multipole interaction part we use a. separable

interaction [10] of the rank N > 1 :

f * « • • »

H — Ho + n

where

in which

0)

(2)

(3)

and

H' =

t4 E El

(4)

(5)

k E B E
H=l t|=±l

(6)

Here r — - ^ stands for the proton system and T — + ^ stands for the neutron system,

ajrlrT(a,j_crr) are the fermion operators which create (destroy) a nucleon in (from) the single

particle state | sTaT >, where aT is the sign of the projection of the angular momentum

of the state onto the nuclear symmetry axis, sT being the rest (NT,nZr, QT, irT,...) of the

quantum numbers that label the single particle energy levels. The term H^ from the eq.(5)

is an effective, coherent two - pairs ( four - nucleon ) interaction term, which induces the



dynamical alpha- like four nucleon correlations in the superftuid phases of atomic nuclei [11].

GT are the pairing coupling strenghts, G*" and G£*M are the coupling constants of the particle

- particle interaction [10] K0^, K^ and KOT'1, K1 T" are the isoscalar and isovector coupling

constants of the particle • hole multipole - multipole and spin - multipoie interactions [12].

G4 is the four - nucleon interaction constant and u = ±1.

To find the superfluid solutions we first should deal with the mean field. As a trial

wave function for the ground state of the atomic nucleus we use the BCS - type wave function

and the mean field is described by the Ho - part of the Hamiltonian (1).

BCS >= l[(ulr + t>.,4T+«t-) I 0 >

where u2
s + v2

s = 1 and | 0 > denotes the absolute vacuum.

Thus the constrained energy functional is:

W =< BCS \H0-^2\TffT\ BCS >=
T

V,r-K)vl)-GTxl)-< (8)

Here AT denotes the nucleon Fermi level, NT is the nucleon number operator and

XT =< BCS j £ o L « L I BCS >= £ „.,«,„

is the so - called pairing correlation function or order parameter and

(9)

&„„, = E.p(n) - -(Gp(n) + G<x^,)<w " -AGyMn) E < (P, (10)

are the modified ( from the values E,pln)) single - particle energies. Usually these self -

consistent field corrections are omitted [12].

The minimization of the function W given by eq. (8) with respect to the variational

parameters leads to the following gap and constraint eqs.:

-KY + &1 (11)

for the doubly even mass deformed superfluid nuclei. For odd- and odd - odd - mass deformed

superfluid nuclei the above equations are modified according to the blocking effect [12].

The Bogoliubov - Valatin u3 and v, - parameters are parametrized according to the

following formulae:

- ) (12)

and the correlation function becomes

X r = i A 1 . ^ f 7 T
1 (13)

A simple inspection of the gap equations shows that the proton and neutron equations are

coupled, i.e. it is possible that the superfluidities of the proton and neutron systems may

be generated by one another, even in the case when for one system, in the absence of four

nucleon interactions, the Belyaev's condition [11] is not satisfied. The aditionat term G4x2

may increase the pairing strengths in order to fulfil the Beliaev's condition. This mechanism

explained [10] in several cases the origin of the odd - even staggering of the charge radii of

isotopes of one element. Moreover, the gap equations can have [10] for some nuclei more

than one set of solutions, fact which open a new area of research - the superfluid isomers.

To find the excitation spectrum and the corresponding wave functions we add to the

Ho the H' part and use the recepe from the Refs. [10], [12], [19], [20].



3 Alpha Decay

By using the enlarged superfluid model (ESM) [10], we calculated the quasiparticle - phonon

structure of the ground state of the !5sFm nucleus, who emits alpha and 20O clusters. We

calculated also the ground and several excited states of the daughter nuclei: 251Cf and 235U

, respectively. The results are reproduced in Table 1. The structures of these states are very

close to the structures given in the Refs.[19] and [20]. Within the R-matrix approximation

[7} we calculated the HF's for the favored and some unfavored a - decays of 2S5Fm to ground

and some excited states in 251Cf nucleus. The expressions of the reduced widths within the

superfiuid model are given in Ref. [16]. The results have been compared with the calculations

of Ref. [5] and the experimental data [24] (see Table 2). They are not far from our previous

calculations [3], A relatively good agreement with the experimental data is obtained. The

data denoted by HFMPR have been obtained by using the reduced widths from Ref. [5] and

the penetrability ratio calculated with the M3Y double folding potential [7J. In calculating

the !S5Fm - and 251Cf - excited states structure the used ESM parameters are: G? = 0.14

MeV, Gn - 0.12 MeV, G4 = 0.25 keV. The parameters of the average field are taken from

Ref. [19]. The used deformation parameters are: /J20 = 0.26 and /34O = 0.035 (see Ref.[19]).

The used particle - hole quadripole and octupole parameters (see eq. 6) are: «*£ = ŝ f =

0.664 keV frn"4; K% = K\"T = 62.4 eV firr4; K% = K\"T = 8.6 eV fm"6 K% = KJ? = 1.2 eV

fm~6. The used particle - particle quadrupole parameter (see eq. 6) are: G^" = G^1* = 12

eV fm"4. All the other coupling constants entering the eq. (6) and not mentioned here have

been taken equal to zero.

In the calculated structures we included the quadrupole and octupole phonons with

\(i = 20,22,30,31,32 and i=l,2 (see Ref. [10]), following the results within the quasiparticle

- phonon model developed in the Ref. [19].

From Tables 1 and 2 we conclude that the a - decay of 2S5Fm ground state to 251Cf

| ; E* = 106.33 keV - state can be considered as favored a ~ transition. The explanation

of small (close to unity) HF s in this case, is based on the picture according to, the cluster
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(in this case an a - particle) is builded from the fermions just situated at the Fermi surface,

where strong pairing correlations occur and, in addition, one may neglect the differences in

structure of the parent and daughter states. On the contrary, for the other a - transitions

(see Table 2), the hindrance factors are large, and this is explained by the fact that during the

formation process of the a - cluster, at least one Cooper pair is destroyed and one nucleon

from this Cooper pair is coupled with the uncoupled mother nucleus nucleon in order to

participate in the formation of the a - cluster.

The channel radial regular and irregular wave functions have been calculated by using

the Coulomb potential plus the realistic M3Y double foSding potential [22], in which one uses

an effective interaction derived from the G - matrix elements based on the Reid soft - core NN

potential [29] in the form assuming only OPEP force between the states with odd relative

angular momentum [30]. This potential is obtained numerically, and then is interpolated

by cubic spline functions to improve the accuracy of the numerical integration. The radial

scattering wave functions are calculated at the experimental resonance energies using the

Numerov algorithm. At a distance of 15 fm the nuclear folding potential 14 has practically

no contribution, and the regular solution is normalized to have the asymptotic behavior of

the Coulomb functions [31]. The value of the irregular solution at this distance is obtained

from the Wronskian relation and then the whole irregular solution is obtained integrating

backwards to the origin. However at small distances the fragments interact strongly, and this

asymptotic solution should be gradually replaced by the "internal" wave function supposed

to describe the compound system before decay.

4 Cluster Decay

We also calculated the favored and weak unfavored 20O - transitions from 265Fm - nucleus

to some excited states in 235U nucleus by using the approximations suggested in Ref. [7],

In calculating the 235U - excited states structure the used ESM parameters are: Gp = 0.14

MeV, Gn = 0.10 MeV, G4 = 0.26 keV. The parameters of the average field are taken from



Ref. [20]. The used deformation parameters are: /J2o = 0.23 and /?40 = 0.08. The used

particle - hole quadrupole and octupole parameters (see eq. 6) are: K^ = K^ = 0.667 keV

far4; K% = « ^ = 0.062 keV far4; K% = KQ = 0.011 keV far6 K% = K\» = 0.001 keV

fm~6. The used particle - particle quadrupole parameter (see eq. 6) are: G^ = GJU = 15

eV fm"4. All the other coupling constants entering the eq. (6) and not mentioned here have

been taken equal to zero.

From the Table 1 we learn that within the ESM - model [10] the structure of the

J5SFm ground state contains contributions from two single quasiparticle states nameiy, 97.9

% - [613] \ and 2.1 % - [624] \ emerging from liu. and 2s| , respectively. These states

occur also in the structure of 235U excited states lying at 446 keV and 1236 keV excitation

energy, respectively (see Tabie 1 and Ref. [20]). By using the ESM structure for the initial

and final odd-mass nuclei, in the case of favored or weak unfavored radioactive decay with

emission of a spherical double even mass cluster (e.g. 2DO) we may write for the hindrance

factor the following expression:

HF [mother nucleus(IpA',) -+m O + daughter nucleus(l]'K/)] RJ (14)

CPiU) are the weights of the single quasiparticle state in the structure of the i(f) - state,

which should be the dominant one, i.e. the other contributions (unfavored quasiparticles

or quasiparticle - phouon contributions) should be negligible small. The quantities (RSA)

replaces essentially the ratio of the favored intrinsic spectroscopic amplitudes [7] correspond-

ing to the transitions between odd - mass and doubly even nuclei, respectively. The intrinsic

spectroscopic amplitude (0in) is denned by the quantity:

analogous to the quasiparticle contribution in the matrix element from the eq. (11) of Ref.
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[16] entering the a - decay rate of axially deformed odd - A nuclei. The only difference

between the cases corresponding to the odd-mass and doubly - even nuclei, is that in the

first case the sum in the above equation excludes the common quasiparticle state of both

the mother and daughter nuclear states (e.g. [613] \+ for the 255Frn-+2aO+2MU). In the

estimations we performed (see Table 3), the approximation (RSA) fa 0.4 has been used,

mainly determined by the overlap integral between the odd nucleon orbital wave functions

in the mother and daughter nuclei. The suggestion given in Ref. [36] pages 406 - 407,

according to the levels lying at 44S.71 keV and 509.82 keV should belong to the rotational

band built on the intrinsic state with the structure ground state ® octupole phonon, does

not fit to our results. The suggested structure contribute with the 9% only, the dominant

contribution coming from the single quasiparticle state (624]j+.

Unfortunately the above discussed 2OO radioactivity cases have the half- lives greater

than the maximum half- life (1025i75 sec.) among the experimentally measured [8] cluster

decay half - lives and, hence, hard to be measured.

The 223Ra nucleus belongs [28] to the weli known region of soft nuclei with Z RJ 88

and N ss 134, with strong octupole correlations in the ground and low lying excited states,

where the ljjj. intruder orbital interacts strongly with the 2g$_ natural parity orbital. The

HF's for both the a - and 14C - decays of the ground state of 233Ra are very difficult to

be calculated at the moment, due to the unknown accurate structure of the mother and

daughter nuclei. Studying the experimental HF for a - decays to 219Rn ground and low

lying excited states [25] we learn that ss fifteen [25] transitions have small (< 100) HF s

and from these transitions five have HF s < 10. The corresponding excited states have very

different structure and this tells us that the structure of the ground state of 323Ra is not as

simple, as e.g. the 255Fm case, and it may contain many more or less equal components of

single quasi - particle or quasi - particle - phonon structure. Unfortunately, not all the spins

and parities of the 219Rn - excited states, populated by a - decay, are known. Thus, it is a

real difficult problem to describe the quantum states involved in the a - and HC - decay of

10



JJ3Ra. In our opinion, it is not sufficient a description of these states within an independent

particle model only [17], [IS]. Residual interactions could play an important role [3]. The

restrictions concerning the number of quasiparticles and phonons (as e.g. in the case of
255Frn->-a+251Cf - decay, where only A/J = 20,22,30,31,32 and i=l,2 - phonons have been

used), lead to inaccurate structure of the "3Ra - nucleus. First the valence single particle

space should be extended and secondly, at the next step when incorporating the quasiparticle

- phonon interaction, the number of quasiparticles and phonons should be increased. Such

a task is as hard as to perform the calculations within the OXBASH shell model code with

realistic residual interactions [7],

To understand this situation we construct a very simple model, which proves to

deserve attention by itself and to suggest the highly nontrivial behavior of any realistic

model.

Assume, for a moment, that the structure of the ground state of the 223Ra - nucleus

consist of spherical core described by an independent particle model. Above the core there

exists a deformed single particle neutron orbital only. The wave function for this orbital can

be expanded in terms of spherical orbitals. In this case the spectroscopic amplitude entering

the expression of the HF can be factorized according to:

(16)

where Cn,(;, are the weights of the single quasipalticle state in the structure of the i(f) -

state, a"|j are the Nilsson - like amplitudes, [ r! K K ) s t a r K ' s ^or t^ie '̂J symrj°i a n t '

Oco'rc^3'"^ acts as a spectroscopic amplitude between many body core | j,(/)?r,(/) > states,

including both the cluster overlaps [21], [7] and the intrinsic overlap integrals [7]. Now the

ratio of the intrinsic spectroscopic amplitudes (RSA) from the eq. (1) is given by the ratio

of e^^j'"!) calculated for the "3Ra ->14C+209Pb transition and $£^'r<) calculated

for the 222Ra —fV4C+208Pb - transition. The expression of the hindrance factor becomes

11

.•Wp.niii.fc*.-.

HF [mother C + daughter nudeus(I*,'Kj (17)

Within such an approximation we calculated the hindrance factors for i23Ra (g.s) —> n C +
209Pb - and awTh (g.s) - . MO + ̂ P b - cluster transitions.

In the Table 5 aaid 6 the intrinsic spectroscopic amplitude ratios ((.RSA)) has been

estimated to be w 0.52 and ftj 0.42, respectively. In calculating the 223Ra - and I29Th -

ground states structure (see Table 4) the used ESM parameters are: Gr = 0.14 MeV, Gn -

0.10 MeV, G4 = 0.26 keV. The parameters of the average field (see Ref. [20]) are; Vap =

55.53698 MeV, rOl, = 1.30975 fm, ap = 0.70071, K._OJ,= 5.56479 MeV, VQn = 37.78683 MeV,

ro,n = 1.39628 fm, an =: 0.70071, *._<,,„= 7.31907 MeV. The used deformation parameters

are: /33O = 0.15, f}i0 = 0.10. The used particle - hole quadrupole and octupole parameters

(see eq. 6) are: K%. = *& = 0.67 keV fm""; K^ = K\"T = 0.06 keV fm"4; K^ = 4? = 0-01

keV fm~s K^ = Ki£ = 1. eV fm"6. The used particle - particle quadrupole parameter (see

eq. 6) are: G^ — G\" = 15 eV fm"4. All the other coupling constants entering the eq. (6)

and not mentioned here have been taken equal to zero.

A few more comments may be in order here. First of al! our hybrid model with a

spherical core and only one deformed orbital, when calculating the spectroscopic amplitudes

is not to be taken too seriously for very complex structures, which should be the case of 223Ra.

This should be not true even for structures close to single quasiparticle states, because the

assumption of the axial deformed core is not realistic [27]. On the other hand, when having

realistic structures for both the initial and final states, calculations within shell model codes

like OXBASH or ESM are practically impossible for nowadays computers. Therefore simple

schematic models like above presented would be useful. In the presented calculations we

estimated the core spectroscopic factor as in the case of the favored cluster decays, i.e. the

magnitude of the core spectroscopic factor has been mainly evaluated by the overlap integral

between the spherical wave functions describing the valence odd neutron in the mother and

12



daughter nuclei, which does not participate in the cluster decay. This overlap integral is less

than unity due to the fact that the two above orbitaJs are oscillator orbitals with different

frequencies [7].

Within ESM the calculation of the hindrance factor HF=3, experimentally observed

[1] in the case of the transition from the ground state of 223Ra ( |+) to the y~ , 1423 keV

excited state in 20ePb can be performed by using the parity admixture only [33], [32], There

is an excited level | in 323Ra, lying at 50 keV excitation energy, which can be admixed [32]

in the ground state. We roughly calculated (i.e. assuming a parity mixed doublet [32]) the

admixture coefficient of thir first excited state into the ground state of " 3Ra by using the

technique developed in the Ref. [33] and the parity nonconserving potential used in Ref.

[34]. This coefficient is of the order of 10"s, but higher lying states could change this value.

With this value, the hindrance factor for the mentioned transition is of the order of 106,

far away from the experimental value. This simple estimation, however, should be changed

by increasing the number of phonons and single quasiparticle states, used to describe the

structure of above nuclear states.

5 Conclusion

In this work we reported some calculations performed, within the enlarged superrluid model

[10], for some selected (favored and weak hindered) a transitions in the - 25sFm (g.s) —> a +

2S1Ci - process. A schematic model has been applied for J23Ra (g.s) -» 14C + 209Pb; M5Fm

(g.s) - 2OO + 235U and 529Th (g.s) -> 2OO + ^ P b processes. In these cases difficulties

arise due to unknown structure of 223Ra and 229Th ground states and due to impossibility to

calculate truly microscopically the spectroscopic amplitude. Nevertheless simple schematic

models could help us in understanding the heavy cluster decay.

Assuming for the structure of the ground state of the 223Ra - nucleus a hybrid model,

with a core and above the core only one deformed single particle orbital, we could factorize

the spectroscopic amplitude for the MC - decay into three factors; first one is the single

13

quasiparticle weight into the structure of the ground atate of the 223Ra - nucleus, the second

one is the Nilsson - like amplitude of a spherical orbital into the deformed Nilsson - like

orbital and the last one is the spectroscopic amplitude of the 14C - decay from a spherical

configuration. This last factor can be calculated by using an analogous recipe as given in

Ref. [6], [7] for the case of a - decay. It may have large variations due to selection rules and

internal structure of the core, when calculating its cluster overlap factor.

Our estimations of the HF's differ in magnitude from previous estimations [17], [18],

[7].

Within ESM we overestimate the experimental HF corresponding to the ground state

of 209Pb and to the first excited state of 1MPb. We cannot explain the experimental HF

corresponding to the -î  (1423 keV) state, but our approach does not use a very large basis

of states. The HF corresponding to the ^ " , 1423 keV state in ^ P b , within ESM, has been

calculated by using the parity admixture of | " first excited state in the ground state of

Predictions have been done for the hindrance factors corresponding to the following

cluster transitions (see Tables 3 and 6): 25SFm (ground state) -» J°O + J35U (445.716 keV,

1236 keV and their rotational bands) and M9Th (ground state) -* MO + 209Pb (ground state,

Y + and 779 keV and ^~ excited state).

Additional experimental work on the l4C fine structure decay of " 3 Ra with higher

resolution would be very valuable. This might allow the resolution of: 1) the groups popu-

lating the -y" and | + states in 30SPb and 2) the groups leaving from ground | + and excited

| (50 KeV) states of 223Ra - nucleus, in order to determine more conclusively the HF for

populating the y ~ state in 209Pb.
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Table Captions

Table 1 : The calculated, within ESM [10], structure of some ground and excited

states entering the a transitions: 2SiFm (g.s) -> a + i 5 1 Cf and the 2 0 0 transitions: 2iiFm

(g.s) -+ w0 + 235U. These results are compared with the experimental data [35], [36]

Table 2 : The calculated, within ESM [10], hindrance factors for favored, weak

unfavored and unfavored a - transitions from 7b5Fm (g.s.) to the members of the rotational

bands of several intrinsic states of25lCf. These results are compared with the calculated HF"s

by Mang, Poggenburg and Rasmussen [5] and experimental data [23], [24], [35] [38],

Table 3 : The calculated, within ESM [10], hindrance factors for the ™O transition:

25BFm (g.s) ->• 200 + 2ibU. The experimental energies are taken from Ref. [36]

Table 4 : The calculated, within ESM [10], structure of the ground and some excited

states entering the cluster transitions: 229Fm (g.s) -> 20O + 2™Pb and 723Ra (g.s) -*• l4C +

209Pb. The experimental energies are taken from Ref. [37].

Table 5 : The calculated, within ESM [10], hindrance factors for the liC transition:

223Ra (g.s) -+ liC + imPb. The abbreviation DSPC means the dominant single, particle

configuration

Table 6 : The calculated, within ESM [10], hindrance factors for the 200 transition:

2 2 9Th (g.s) - • mO + 20sPb. The abbreviation DSPC means the dominant single particle

configuration
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Tabie 1 ; The calculated, within ESM [10], structure of some ground and excited states
entering the a transitions: ls$Fm (g.s) -*• a -h 2S1Cf and the 2 0 0 transitions: J 5 5Fra (g.s)

™ 235

Nucleus
} 5 5Fm

251Cf

25! C f

251 Cf

25lCf

235U

235 u

I"K
7+ 7
2 2

1+ I
2 2

7+ 7
2 2

3+ 3

n - 11
2 2

7+ T
2 2

7+ 7
2 1

E c r p {MeV)

0.

0.

0.10633

0.1777

0.3704

0.445716

1.236

E«»«, (MeV)

0.

0.

0.116

0.176

0.380

0.458

1.458

Structure

97.91 % [613] | + + 2.1 % [624] | + +

2.1 % [613] T Q20 + 2-5 % [611] f Q22

84.21 % [620] | + + 0.04 % [631] i + +

4.1 % [622] f+ Q22 + 2.5 % [620] } + QJQ

87.23 % [613] \+ + 6.04 % [624] \+ +

2.1 % [611] 3 + Q22 + 2.5 % [725] ^~ Q3 3

82.92 % [622] | + + 1.09 % [611] f+ +

8,04 % [620] i + Q22 + 2.5 % [752] | " Q3 0

87.88 % [725] l-±~ +

6 % [613] | + Q32 + 4.04 % [615] f+ Q3 1

71.03 % [624] l+ + 7.09 % [613] \+ +

9.04 % [743] | " Q3o + 1-05 % [725] ^ " Q32

61.02 % [613] | + + 9.09 % [624] | + +

19.04 % [624) J + Q20 + 1-05 % [725] ^ ' Q32

Table 2 : The calculated, within ESM [10], hindrance factors for favored, weak unfavored
and unfavored a - transitions from 255i rm (g.s.) to the members of the rotational bands of

several intrinsic states of2ilCf. These results are compared with the calculated HF1 s by
Mang, Poggenburg and Rasmussen [5] and experimental data [23], [24].

E, (keV)

106.33

166.31

239.33

325.3

424.1

-

177.7

211.6

258.4

319.4

lY
7 +

1+
11 +
2

13 +

16 +

17 +

3 +
2
5 +

1+

g+

HFezp

1.24

12.9

52
125
390

-

2700

2500

3300

7300

HFMPR

0.62

6.34

21.07

178.3

544
-

15604

14719

16084

24440

H F B S M

0.95

8.75

28
210
570

-

18150

17305

18955

28540

E, (keV)

0.
24.82

47.83

105.7

146.5

237.7

370.4

442.

I"f'
1 +
2
2 +

5 +
2
7 +

g+

ii+

1

ur
2
1 3 -
2
1 5 -
2
ll~

HF f r p

4500

2800

500
120
610
3300

540
840

-
-

1621

1003

246
416
399
1416

3179

3704

804687

H F E S M

2100

1300

265
475
455
1710

3355

3950

847315
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Table 3 : The calculated, within ESM [10], hindrance factors for the 2°0 transition: 255Fm

E, (keV)

445.716

509.92

587.82

682.57

[L7 +
2
»+
1! +
2
13 +
1

HFESM

« 185
w428
«729
w 1224

E, (keV)

1236.
iy
7 +

9 +

U +
13 +
9

HFESM

« 5
S3 11

ss 18

Tiabie 4 : The calculated, within ESM [10], structure of the ground and some excited states
entering the cluster transitions: 229Th (g.s) ->• WO + 2O9Pb and 223Ra (g.s) -)• 1 4 C -f 2O9Pb

Nucleus
2 2 9 T h

223 Ra

209p b

2O9pb

r K
5+ 5
2 2

3+ 3
2 2

11+ 11
1 2

9+ 9
2 2

E«IP (MeV)

0.

0.

0.7788

0.0

E,*M (MeV)

0.

0.

1.116

0.0

Structure

87.91 % [633] f+ + 1.1 % [622] | + +

2.1 % [743] 1*" Q31 + 2.5 % [631] ±+ Q22

78.21 % [631] | + + 2.04 % [642] | + +

13.1 % [752] | " Q31 + 2.5 % [761] | " Q30

3.1 % [631] Y Q22 + 2.5 % [501] T Q3,

97.23 % [606] ^-+ + 1.04 % [615] ^ + +

2.1 % [743] r Q32 + 2.5 % [725] *T Q30

92.92 % [615] | + + 1.09 % [624] f+ +

1.04 % [615] | + Q20 + 2.5 % [624] f+ Q20

Table 5 The calculated, within ESM [10], hindrance factors for the 1 4C transition: 223Ra
-*• l 4 C + 3O9P6. Tfte abbreviation DSPC means the dominant single particle

configuration

Ej (keV)

0.

779.

f/(DSPC)
l+ (2ft/2)

[JVn,A]i

[642]

[631]

[JVn,A]/

[615]

[606]

0.8
0.8

1.0
1.0

2 %
78%

98%

97%

HFclp

600.
3.

HF £ 5 M

sa 668.
w28.

Table 6 : The calculated, within ESM [10], hindrance factors for the 20O transition: 229Th
(g.s) —>• WO + JO9P6. The abbreviation DSPC means the dominant single particle

configuration

E, (keV)
0.

779.

r/{DSPC)

¥+ (l«un)

[Afn.Ali

[633]

[622]

[JVn.A],

[615]

[606]

0.72

0.70

1.0

1.0

cn,
1 %

8 7 %

ca,
9 8 %
9 7 %

HFCIP HFE 5M

« 1070
ss20
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